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BAER AND UT-MODULES
OVER DOMAINS

RALPH P. GRIMALDI

For a domain R, an it-module A is called a Baer module if
Ext £ 04, T) = 0 for every torsion /^-module T. Dual to Baer
modules, a torsion it-module B is called a UT-moάule if
Ext \(X, B) = 0 for every torsion free it-module X. In this paper
properties of these two types of modules will be derived and char-
acterizations of Priίfer domains, Dedekind domains and fields will
be obtained in terms of Baer and l/T-module properties. One
characterization will show the Baer modules are analogous to
projective modules in the sense that a domain R is Dedekind if and
only if, over R, submodules of Baer modules are Baer. In addition,
just as a semisimple ring S can be characterized by the property
that all 5-modules are injective, or, equivalently, aU 5-modules are
projective, a domain R is a field exactly if every torsion it-module is
UT or, equivalently, every torsion free it-module is a Baer
module. Further properties of these two kinds of modules will
provide sufficient conditions to bound the global dimension of a
domain R.

0. Historical Note. The concept of a Baer module goes back to 1936
when R. Baer, in [1], proposed the problem asking for a complete charac-
terization of all abelian groups G such that Extz (G, T) = 0, for all torsion
abelian groups T. At that time he showed that any such abelian group
must be torsion free, and free if it had countable rank. Then in 1959 R.
Nunke, in [10], extended these results to modules over a Dedekind domain,
proving that such a module was again torsion free, and projective if it had
countable rank. Finally in 1969 P. Griffith, in [5], completely solved Baer's
problem for abelian groups, and showed that any such abelian group, now
called a Baer group or 2?-grouρ, must be free. In [6], the author extended
Griffith's techniques to modules over a Dedekind domain, showing that if
A is a Baer module over a Dedekind domain then A is projective. The
major adjustments needed in this transition from abelian groups to
modules over a Dedekind domain were accomplished by means of Corol-
lary 2 on p. 279 of [12], Theorems 3 and 5 in [8], Lemma 8.3 and Theorem
8.4 in [10], as well as the exposition on ideals and valuations in § 18, 19 of

1. Preliminaries. Unless additional restrictions are stated, in this
paper R denotes an arbitrary integral domain: that is, a commutative ring
with 1 having no zero divisors. The quotient field oίR will be denoted by Q.
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In addition, all ϋ-modules will be unital /?-modules, and all homomor-
phisms are /Wiomomorphisms.

For any i?-module A, we define the homological dimension of A,
denoted hd(^4), to be

sup{w I Ext* (A, B) Φ 0, for some /{-module B).

Similarly, the injective dimension of A, denoted Ίά{A\ is defined as

sup{w I Ext* (5, A) Φ 0, for some Λ-module B).

Then the global dimensions of/?, denoted D(/?), is given by

suρ{hd(Λ()|,4 anjR-module};

we also have Ό(R) = suρ{id(Λ)|v4 an /?-module}, and Ό(R) =
suρ{hd(/?//)|/ an ideal of R], by Theorems 9.12 and 9.14, respectively, of
[11].

Replacing the functor Ext£ with Tor *, we define the flat dimension of
an /{-module A, denoted fd(̂ 4), to be

suρ{w|Tor£(yϊ, B) Φ 0, for some /^-module B}.

(Since R is commutative, Torf (A, B) ss Tor^(5, ̂ 4).) Arising from the flat
dimension of /^-modules we have the weak dimension of /?, denoted by
WD(JR), and defined by suρ{fd(Λ)|;4 an jR-module}. Theorems 9.17 and
9.19 of [11] show, respectively, that in general wD(/ϊ) < D(/?), while if/? is
Noetherian, wD(i?) = Ό(R).

2. Baer Modules. Our first result is in part an extension of Ka-
plansky's theorem 1 in [7].

LEMMA 1. Let A be an R-module such that Ext£(,4, T) = Ofor every
torsion R-module T and some fixed positive integer n. Then (i) hd(Λ) < n; (ii)
Ext£ {A, B) is a divisible R-module for any R-module B.

Proof. In proving (i), we follow Kaplansky's proof of Theorem 1 in
[7\ and show that for any /ϊ-module C, Έxiγ\A, C) = 0. Given any
Λ-module C, with D its injective envelope, we get an exact sequence

(*) 0— C-»D->D/C-+0,
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with D/C a torsion ϋ-module, and (*) gives rise to an exact sequence

(**) Έxt%(A, D/Q-+ ExtJ+ \A, C) - ExtJ+ \A, D)9

where the first member vanishes by the hypothesis, since D/C is torsion,
and the third member vanishes since D is injective. Hence ExtR

+ \A, 0 = 0
and it follows that hd(^4) < n.

To establish (ii), let B be any i?-module, with tB its torsion submodule.
For the given module A, the exact sequence

(*)' O-»tB-*B->B/tB-*O

gives rise to the exact sequence

(**) Ext£ (A, tB) — Έxtn

R (A, B) — Extn

R (A, B/tB) ~+ Ext£+ x (A, tB\

where Exln

R{A, tB) = 0 by the hypothesis, and Ext£+I (>4, ίJS) = 0 from (i).
Consequently,

Extn

R(A, B) ^Έxtn

R(A, B/tB),

so from here on we can assume that B is torsion free. Then for any
R, B torsion free implies that we get an exact sequence

(*)" 0-*B-^»B-*B/rB->0,

which induces the exact sequence

(**)" Ext£ (A, B) -£-» Έxin

R (A, B) — Ext^ (A, B/rB)

since the functor Ext^(^4, ) preserves multiplications. Now as B/rB is
torsion, Ext£ {A, B/rB) ~ 0, so every multiplication by a nonzero element of
R is an epimorphism, from which it follows that Ext^ (A, B) is divisible.

DEFINITION . Over a domain R, an i?-module A is called a Baer
module ifΈxtι

R(A9 T) = 0 for every torsion 7?-module T.

REMARKS. (1) From lemma 1 we see that if A is a Baer module, then
Ext£ {A, T) — 0 for all torsion JR-modules Γand for every positive integer n.

(2) In [7] Kaplansky called torsion free Baer modules ί/F-modules and
showed that if A is a tΛF-module then A is flat with hd(^) < 1. However,
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the proofs of neither of these two results necessitated that^l be torsion free.
In addition, in the proof of Theorem 4.23 in [11], the hypothesis that R is a
Priifer domain, that is a domain R in which every finitely generated ideal of
R is projective as an U-module, is not necessaey in proving that a flat
jR-module is torsion free, and only required that R be a domain. Conse-
quently, for any domain R Baer modules are torsion free and hence equi-
valent to Kapϊansky's t/F-modules.

LEMMA 2. The following are satisfied for an arbitrary domain R:

( i ) If A is a Baer module, then every direct summand of A is a Baer
module.

(ii) The direct sum of a family of Baer modules is likewise a Baer
module.

(iii) If A is a Baer module and P is a projective, then A ® RP is a Baer
module.

(iv) IfO~»A' -» A -* A" -* 0 is exact, with A', A" Baer modules, then A
is likewise Baer.

(v) If 0 —* A' —> A -* A" —* 0 is exact, with A a Baer module, then A' is

(vi) An R-module A is Baer if and only if for every epimorphism f: B —•>
C with kerf torsion, HomΛ (A, f) is likewise an epimorphism.
Baer if and only ifΈxΫ2

R{A", T) φ Ofor every torsion R-module T.
Proof Ext^( , T) commutes with direct sums, for any torsion R-

module T, and so we have (i) and (iϊ). Then, since a projective module is a
direct summand of a free module, and the tensor product commutes with
direct sums, (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). The proofs of (iv) and (vi) are
likewise straightforward.

Motivated by the homological definition of a Dedekind domain as one
in which every ideal is projective, our next two results investigate domains
in which every ideal is a Baer module.

THEOREM 3. Let R be a domain in which every ideal of R is a Baer
module. Then R is a Pfύfer domain with Ό(R) < 2.

Proof: In proving that R is Priifer all we actually need is that every
ideal of R is flat, which we have here by Kaplansky's theorem 2 in [7]. So
for every ideal / of R, and any i?-module A, applying A ®R to the exact
sequence

0— /-»R-+ R/I-+0
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we get the exact sequence

Tor? (4, R) - Tor* (A, R/I) - Torf (A, I),

where the end modules vanish, since R, I are flat. Consequently, by
Theorem 9.18 of [11] it follows that wD(iϊ) < 1, and so by Chase's Theorem
4.2 in [3], we have R a Prϋfer domain. Now by Lemma 2 (v) we have
Ext|(R/I, T) — 0 for every torsion i?-module T, since / is a Baer module;
so by Lemma 1 hd(R/I) < 2, for every ideal / of R, and it follows by an
earlier statement that D(i?) < 2.

COROLLARY 4. IfR is a Noetherian domain, then R is Dedekind if and
only if every ideal ofR is a Baer module.

REMARKS. (1) If R is a domain such that every ideal in R[X] is a Baer
module, then by Theorem 3 and the Hubert Syzygy Theorem, R must be
Dedekind.

(2) If R is a Dedekind domain but not a field, it follows from Corollary
4 that there exists an ideal in R[X ] which is not a Baer module.

(3) If R is a Prϋfer domain with Ό(R) > 2, then there is an ideal / of R
with hd(/) > 1. Hence, although / is flat, it is not a Baer module.

Restricting our interest now to the finitely generated ideals of a do-
main R, we get the following characterization of a Prϋfer domain, but here
again the Baer condition is more than we actually need.

THEOREM 5. A domain R is Prϊifer if and only if(ϊ) the direct product
of any family of flat R-modules is a flat R-module; and, (ii) every finitely
generated ideal ofR is a Baer module.

Proof For R Prϋfer, an jR-module is torsion free if and only if it is
flat, so (i) follows; (ii) follows since every finitely generated ideal is projec-
tive. Conversely, if / is any finitely generated ideal in R, I Baer implies /
flat, by (ii); by Chase's Theorem 2.1 in [3], (i) implies that / is finitely
related: that is, there exists a short exact sequence

where F is free, and Ky F are finitely generated i?-modules. Then by the
corollary to Proposition 2.2 in [3], we get / projective, and hence R is Prϋfer.

3. ί/J-Modules At this point we shall turn our attention to a module
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somewhat dual to the Baer module, and start by extending Kaplansky's
Theorem 3 in [7].

LEMMA 6. If A is an R-module such that Έxin

R{X, A) = Ofor every

torsion free R-module X, then id(A) < n.

Proof Following Kaplansky's idea in Theorem 3 in [7], we shall
show that Ext£+ x (C, A) = 0, for any module C. For given any Λ-module C,
we consider the exact sequence

(*) 0— K-*F-»C-+0,

where JPis free, and K, consequently, torsion free. (•) then gives rise to the
exact sequence

(••) ExtJ {K,A)— Ext J+ 1{QA)-+ ExtΓ ! (F, A\

where the first module is 0 by hypothesis, while F free implies the third
module is 0. Thus Ext£+I (C, A) = 0 for any Λ-module C, and id(A) < n.

DEFINITION (Kaplansky [7]): For any domain R, a torsion R-
module A is called a UT-module if Extĵ  (X, A) = 0 for every torsion free
jR-module X.

REMARK. From Lemma 6 we see that if A is a ί/Γ-module, then
ExtJ(ΛΓ, >4) = 0 for every torsion free jR-module X and for every positive
integer nf and id(4) < 1.

Analogous to Lemma 2, we now have the following.

LEMMA 7. The following are satisfied for an arbitrary domain R:
( i ) Direct summands of UT-modules are UT-modules:
(ii) Finite direct sums of UT-modules are UT-moduίes;
(iii) If { Ta } β eA is a family of UT-modules, then Ext^ (AT, Πα eA Ta ) =

0/or every torsion free R-module X, and consequently, id(ΠαG/4 Γα) < I. If
the family { Γα } aEA is uniformly bounded: that is, there exists O ^ r G i ί such
that rTa = 0/or α// a G A, then ΠftGy4 Γα w a bounded UT-module.

(iv) If T is a UT-module and P is a finitely generated projective
R-module, then T® RPisa UT-module.

(v) Extensions of UT-modules by UT-modules are UT-modules.
(vi) // 0 -* T' -+ T -+ T" — 0 is an exact sequence with T a

UT-module, then T " is a UT-module if and only if Ext \ (X, T') = Ofor every
torsion free R-module X.
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(vii) A torsion R-module T is a UT-module if and only if for every
monomorphism f: B —* C with coker f torsion free, Hom Λ (/ Γ) is an
epimorphism.

Proof The proofs here are more or less dual to those for Lemma 2.

PROPOSITION 8. IfR is a Prufer domain and T a bounded R-module,
then for any injective R-module Y, HomΛ (Γ, Y)isa bounded UT-module.

Proof Since Γis bounded, we get HomΛ(Γ, Y) bounded. By Pro-
position 5.1 in Chapter VI of [2],

Exti(Λ, HomΛ(Γ, Y)) s HomΛ(Torf {A, T\Y),

so if A is torsion free, R Prufer implies that Torf {A, T) = 0 and the result
follows.

Closely related to the concept of a ί/Γ-module, and in some cases
equivalent to it, is the concept of a cotorsion module.

DEFINITION (Matlis [9]). Let R be a domain with quotient field Q.
An i?-module C is called h-reduced if Horn* (β, Q = 0. If C is h-reduced,
then C is called cotorsion if Ext* (Q, Q = 0.

THEOREM 9. Let R be a domain with quotient field Q, and T an
arbitrary torsion R-module. Then R is Dedekind if and only if T being a
cotorsion module is equivalent to T being a reduced UT-module.

Proof If R is Dedekind and Γ is torsion and cotorsion, then by
Nunke's Corollary 7.8 in [10], Γis bounded. Also, R Dedekind implies that
id(Γ) < 1, so by Kaplansky's Theorem 4 in [7], Γis a [/Γ-module. By the
definitions it follows that if Γis a reduced ί/Γ-module then Γis cotorsion. |

Conversely, suppose that R is not Dedekind, and that Γ is any
bounded torsion /^-module. Let 0 Φ r G R be a bound for Γ Since Q is
torsion free, divisible, Ext]

R(Q, Γ) is torsion free, divisible, so Έxtι

R(Q, Γ)
= rΈxtι

R(Q, Γ). However, as ΈxtR(Q, ) preserved multiplications, the
homomorphism T-1-* T, with rT = 0, induces

with 0 = rExti(a T) = Extι

R(Q, T), and we have Γ cotorsion. In fact,
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here Ext* (β, Γ) = 0 for all n >: 0, implying that Γis strongly cotorsion, a
concept developed by Matlis in [9]. Hence every bounded torsion JR-
module is cotorsion, but as R is not Dedekind, by Chase's Theorem 4.3 in
[3] there exists a bounded torsion /t-module that is not a ί/Γ-module.

Now as noted previously, if D(i?) > 2, then there exists an ideal / of R
which is not a Baer module, although / C R, a Baer module. Hence it
follows that in general submodules of Baer modules need not be Baer. The
next theorem provides necessary and sufficient conditions for submodules
of Baer to be Baer, and serves to characterize Dedekind domains

THEOREM 10. For a domain R, the following are equivalent:
( i ) Risa Dedekind domain:
(ii) Submodules of Baer modules are Baer modules;
(iii) Submodules ofprojective modules are Baer modules; and,
(iv) Submodules of free modules are Baer modules.

Proof By Lemma 2 (v), (ii) follows from (i); (iii) follows from (ii),
and (iv) from (iii), since a free module is projective, which, in turn, is Baer.

In order to show that (iv) implies (i), we shall use Chase's Theorem 4.3
in [3] and show that any bounded torsion i?-module Γis a ί/Γ-module. To
accomplish this, by Kaplansky's Theorem 4 in [7], it is sufficient to prove
thatid(Γ)< 1.

So let A be any i?-module, and consider the exact sequence

(*) 0-+K-+F-+A-+0,

where F is free. Then by the hypothesis, K is a Baer module. The
sequence (*) gives rise to the exact sequence

Exti(Jζ Γ)-» Έxt2

R{A, T)-^Ext2

R(F, Γ),

where the first module vanishes since ΛΓis Baer, and the third vanishes since
Fis free. Consequently, id(Γ) < 1, and it follows that R is Dedekind.

4. Baer and t/T-ModuIes. Our next theorem will show how Baer and
ί/Γ-modules can be used in characterizing fields. The following lemma,
which is Exercise 4.2 in [11], will prove useful in this characterization; we
include a proof of this lemma now for the sake of completeness.

LEMMA 11. IfR is a domain but not afield, then an R-module A is both
injective and projective if and only if A = 0.
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Proof. With the sufficiency clear, let us consider an Λ-module A that
is both projective and injective.

Since R is a domain, A projective implies A is torsion free, and since A
is injective we have Az*Σa® Q, where a = rank A. If R is not a field, then
R is reduced, as is any free 7?-module, but then A = Σa © Q is a direct
summand of a reduced free jR-module, since A is projective. So if 0 Φ A, R
must be a field.

THEOREM 12. For a domain R with quotient field Q, the following are
equivalent:

( i ) Qisa Baer and R is Dedekind;
(ii) Qis Baer and submodules of Baer modules are Baer;
(iii) Every torsion free R-module is Baer;
(iv) Every torsion R-module is a UT-module;
( v ) R = Q: that is, R is afield;
(vi) Homomorphic images of Baer modules are Baer; and,
(vii) Submodules of UT-modules are UT.

Proof The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Theorem 10.
To prove that (ii) implies (iii), let X be a torsion free Λ-module with

rank X = a. Then as R is Dedekind, X is flat so the inclusion 0 —»R —» Q
induces the exact sequence

O^X^R ®RX-+ Q ®RX^Σa © ft

and the result follows from Lemma 2 (ii).
The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) is clear from the definitions of Baer

and ί/Γ-modules.
In establishing (v), we first see that (iv) implies R is Dedekind by

Chase's Theorem 4.3 in [3]. Now by (iii), Q is a Baer module, and since R is
Dedekind, we conclude that Q is projective. Then as Q is also injective, and
Q Φ 0, it follows from Lemma 11 that R = Q and R is a field. Conse-
quently, we have the equivalence of (i) - (v).

Now if R is a field, every JR-module is free, so (vi) follows from (v), and
(vi) then implies (iii), since every iί-module is the epimorphic image of a
free i?-module.

Finally, as submodules of torsion modules are torsion, (iv) implies
(vii), while the converse follows because the injective envelope of a torsion
i?-module is an injective torsion module, hence a ί/Γ-module.

Now as a consequence of Theorem 12 we have the following two
corollaries.
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COROLLARY 13. Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field Q.
Then the following are equivalent:

( i ) R = Q: that is, R is afield;
(ii) Extjj (A, ) commutes with direct limits for every R module A;

(iii) Ext]? (A, ) commutes with direct limits for every torsion free R-

module A;
(iv) Extjϊ (Q, ) commutes with direct limits;
(v) Every torsion R-module is cotorsion; and,
(vi) Every torsion R-module is bounded.

Proof With the other implications immediate from previous results,
we note that (v) follows from (iv) because any torsion R-module is the
direct limit of its finitely generated, hence bounded, submodules, which are
consequently cotorsion modules.

COROLLARY 14. Let Rbea Prufer domain with quotient field Q. Then
the following are equivalent:

( i ) R = Q: that is, R is a field;
(ii) Ext j? ( , A ) commutes with direct limits for every R-module A; and,
(iii) Ext X

R ( , A ) commutes with direct limits for every torsion R -module
A.

Proof Since the other implications are clear, all we need to prove is
that (i) follows from (iii), and this we get from Theorem 12 since every
torsion free R-module is the direct limit of its finitely generated sub-
modules and over a Prufer domain a finitely generated torsion free R-
module is projective.

From Theorem 10 and Lemma 7 (v), we see that if submodules of Baer
modules are Baer, then the homomorphkrimages of C/Γ-modules are again
UT-modules. We shall now prove a partial converse to this, for a certain
type of submodule of a Baer module.

THEOREM 15. For any domain R9 homomorphic images of UT-modules
are UT-modules if and only if pure submodules of Baer modules are Baer
modules.

Proof Let

(*) 0-*A'-»A-»A/A'—0

be exact with A a Baer module and A' a pure submodule of A, so AI A' is
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torsion free. Now let T be a torsion R-module and consider the exact
sequence

(**) θ-»T-+D-> D/T-+ 0,

where D is the injective envelope of T. So D is a torsion injective module
and by the hypothesis D/Tis a UT-module.

From (*) we get the exact sequence

Extι

R(A, T)-»Extι

R(A', 7 ) - Ext\{A/A', T)-+EX\2

R{A, 7),

where the end modules are 0 since A is Baer, so

Extx

R(A',T)^Ext2

R(A/A',T).

Consequently, the result will follow upon our proving that Ext2

R(A/A', T)
= 0. So applying Horn* {A/A', ) to (**) we get the exact sequence

Exi\{A/A\ D/T)-»ExX2

R{A/A', Ί)-ΈA2

R{A/A', D\

where the first module vanishes because D/T is a UT-module with A/A'
torsion free, and the third because D is injective. Hence Ext^ (A/A',7) = 0
and we conclude that A' is a Baer module.

Conversely, let

(*)' 0— T-»D-»D/T-+0

be exact with D a UT-module. For X torsion free, consider the exact
sequence

(**)' 0-+K-+F-+X-+0

where Fis free. F/ K s X, a torsion free ϋ-module, implies K is pure in F9

so by the hypothesis K is a Baer module.
Applying Horn* (X, ) to (*)' gives rise to the exact sequence

Exti {X, D) -* Exi\ {X, D/T)— Ex\2

R (X, T) — Ext| (X, D%

where the end modules are 0 since D is UT and X is torsion free. Hence
ESAR(X, D/T) ss Exi2

R(X, T). Then applying HomΛ( , T) to (**)' we get
the exact sequence
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Ext]

R(K, T)-+ Exti(*, I) — Ext2*(F, T),

where the end modules vanish since K, Fare Baer modules, so Ext|(X T)
— 0, and from the preceding isomorphism we conclude Extj? (X, D/T) = 0
for all torsion free R-modules X, implying that D/T is a UT-module.

REMARK. If the torsion condition is deleted in the definition of a
UT-module, Theorem 15 can be restated with "Baer" replaced by "pro-
jective".

THEOREM 16. Let Rbea domain which satisfies one, and consequently
both, of the conditions of Theorem 2.15. Then the following hold in R:

( i ) For every torsion free R-module X,fd(X) < 1, and consequently
wD(R) < 2;

(ii) For any torsion free R-module X and any torsion R-module T,
ExtJ(J£ T) = 0 for all n > 2, and consequently D(R) < 3; and,

(iii) For any R-module A and any divisible R-module B,

Torf (B, A/tA) s Torf (B, Λ)/Torf (B, tA).

Proof Considering the exact sequence

(*) Q-+K-+F-+X-+0

where Fis free, if X is torsion free, then K is pure in F, so by our hypothesis
K is Baer, and consequently flat. Therefore, for any Λ-module A9 (*)
induces the exact sequence

Torf (F,A)-+ Torf (X,A)— Torf (K, A),

where the end modules vanish since F, K are flat. Hence fd(X) < \, and as
every ideal / of R is torsion free,

wD(Λ) = sup{fd(R/I) I /an ideal of R} < 2.

To establish (ii), let T be a torsion i?-module and consider the exact
sequence

(**) 0— T-+D-+D/T-* 0

where D is the injective envelope of Γ, so D/T is UT by the hypothesis. For
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any torsion free X, applying Horn* (X, ) to (**) induces the exact sequence

ExtJ"' (X, D/T) — ExtJ (X, T) - Ext£ {X, D),

where the end modules vanish for n > 2 since D, D/T are UT-modules.
Hence by Lemma 1 (i), hd(X) < 2, and since every ideal is torsion free,

D(R) = svφ{hd(R/I) | /an ideal of R} < 3.

Finally, for (iii), if A is any Λ-module, and B a divisible i?-module, the
exact sequence

induces the exact sequence

Tor?(B, A/tA) — Torf (B9 tA) —Torf (B, A) — Torf (B, A/tA)-^B®RtA

where the first module is 0 by (i) and the last is 0 since B is divisible and tA
is torsion. The desired isomorphism then follows from the resulting short
exact sequence.

We now close with some remarks on analogous ideas for Tor.

REMARKS. (1) For any Λ-module A, if Torf (A, T) = 0 for every
torsion i?-module Γ, then Torf {A, R/I) = 0 for every ideal / of/?, and we
have A flat, and consequently torsion free.

(2) If A is any Λ-module such that Torf (A, X) = 0 for every torsion
free R-module X, by applying A ® R to the exact sequence

0— /-» Λ-> Λ//— 0,

for / an ideal of i?, we conclude that Tor? (A, R/I) = 0, so fd(A) < 1. We
also note that ί̂ need not be flat, for the torsion module Q/R satisfies
Toτ*(Q/R, X) - 0 for every torsion free R-module X, so fd(Q/R) = 1.
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